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GOALS

Goal 1 To understand the general purposes, the physical aspects, and
the scope of parent education groups and resources.

Activity 1 Leader presentation of an overview of parent
education groups and resources

Activity 2 Stimulus sentence recap

Goal 2 To understand a specific type of parent education group
(Systematic Training in Effective Parenting) and how to
begin that program.

Activity 1 Leader overview of the STEP program

Activity 2 Leader overview of two essential leadership
qualities

A.ctivity 3 Leader overview of beginning a group

Activity 4 "Selling" the idea.

Goal 3 To learn leadership techniques for facilitating the STEP
program with parerts.

Activity 1 Looking at What Not to Do

Activity 2 Looking at What to Do

Activity 3 The GaL,e Plan

Acti y 4 Putting It Together
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al 1: understand the general plirpnse!,, he pbyatai
an,.4. the scope parent ;,ron,: and re.:orces.

!.!A"',-ERIALS/EOUIPMENT: Newt;print ed felt ,"f" c,verhead pr--
lector, transparenc i (optional), Participant. Worksheet
1, Summary

ARRAL4FNTS/PPFPA Arrange cl:a1rs in circle format.

Activity 1: "Overview of Parent F.dil,cation c.roups and Resources"

2fIleczive: Participants will learn about thr re,iour,.:e available
for parent education programs.

PreTaration: have either newsprint or an overhead projector av4ii-
able to summarize main points,

(:ive a mini-Lecture on the general purposes, the physical
aspets, and the general scope of parent education materials.
(See Leader's Summary 1+1.) Have participants refer to their
handuut !iummiiries after the material has been pre!lenteq.

-Stim111:s Sont!ic Rer.ap

0.2_1entjye: Prticipar ° ftt7! p;?.rent

educltIon

Prelaratjon: A!;k partfclpant t tlrn try P--;:rksheet ;11 to
quickly, withv!it. judging or censoring themselves, fill in 1h
sentence. Within a large group context, ask participant'a
are wi;ling to share some of their response.
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AL-tivity

Objective: F,-ir!: !pant, r:!gnrdin$,;

fatni!iai: the 1.7rItten materiaa in
sutImAry I a5 having h4d n .thorough

examihtlon of !ftlf. miiti.,7r!alh 'in the STEPkit. f,I.A.!ader'9

2Sum.mAry
1,0 !h.. -,-!mporlentsf STF kit .and

pArticlnts refer to Oeir
been presented.

of

:.?arent edc:r-atin grotq: leader.
Preent t Imi:::9nci-ptions as thoui.:b they are t

begin some:that In the ffillovinit, twinnt-4-:

1-ere dr,.? tt..w e!isential ities that
are abtlollIzely necesgary in being an
ff.--1,..,e STEP group leader. The

first e.a5entia1 Oi that the Yeader
6e an authority on human behavior.
After .all, if a person is going to he
truly effective, they need to he
highlv traine:i FJo hebihe c.an he

legitimately In control and In ch:r:rp,e
of the group. Secondly, an effective

1
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Goal. To learn leadership techniques for facilitating the STEP
program with parents

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: newsprint and felt pens, Participant Worksheets

ARRANGEMENTS/PREPARATION: Have enough game boards and accompanying
pieces for 4-5 players to each board

Activity 1: "Looking at What NOT to' do"

Objective: Participants will learn specific behaviors to avoid
for effectial leadership of parent education groups.

Preparation: Be thoroughly familiar with the ten games group
members sometimes play, (Leader's, Summary 4/5)

Ask participants to turn to their worksheet 113 on sabotage

techniques. Go over each game with a brief discussion. Ask
partikpants to mark the games they would have the most
difficulty dealing with and the games they feel most comfortable

:Jandling.

Activity 2: "Looking at What to Do"

Objective: Participants will learn specific skills which facilitate
effective leadership of classroom meetings.

Preparation: Be thoroughly familiar with the eight facilitative
leadership techniques and specific responses in the leader's
summary 416.

Ask participants to read their handout on the eight leader-

ship skills. Ask them to mark the items according to the direc-
tions on their worksheet #4.

)iscuss each skill separately. Ter the partiCipants that

they '11 be using this material as part of a game which is the

hex;. activity.

Activity 3: "The Game Plan"

Objective: Participants will synthesize information within the
context of a simulation style game.



Preparation: Have enough game boards for 4 5 member participant
groups. Check for the following game pares: 1 game board;
markers for each player; 1 die; 15 CHANCE CARDS; ..5 LEADER
RESPONSE CARDS; 15 LEADER SKILLS CARDS: Game Diretions; and the
Handouts from the workshop.

Read the game directions and be familiar with the various
situations and responses.

GAME DIRECTIONS

1. Roll the die - the player with the highest number is
first, next highest number is second, and so on.

2. Each player rolls the die and moves around the game,
board.

3. The game is over when one player has passed FINISH
or when the allotted time is over (the one closes o
FINISH is the."winner")

4. There are four major drawing piles:

*15. CHANCE CARDS-7the player does what the card says,
on the space where he has landed.

*15 LEADER RESPONSE CARDS the, player. reads the situation.
aloud and then moves forwards or backwards as ,the card,
directs,,

*15 SABOTAGE CARDS - the player reads the card aloud
and answers the question. If he is correct; he
gets to roll again.

*15 LEADERS SKILLS CARDS - the player reads the Atuation,
aloud and then moves forwards or backwards as the card
directs.

5. A player may draw from each pile only once, during any
one time.

See the leader's summary #7 of the content of the four drawing
piles for greater familiarity with specific content.



Activity 4: "Putting it Together"

Objective: Participants will determine the feasibility and steps
required, to initiate a parent education program in their settings.

Preparation: Ask participants to complete the worksheet #5 for their
particular situation. Discuss as a large group each of the
five areas. Particularly emphasize how obstacles in #5 might
be overcome.

-/
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Leader's Summary of Parent Education Groups #1

Purpose

Society is undergoing rapid social changes and recent movements toward
social equality (women ith men, children with adults) have presented
challenges which most parents are not prepared Co meet. Requests for
assistance in improving interpersonal relations frequently come from
parents who are -frustrated in their attempts to raise children who are
responsible, cooperative, and resourceful'.' Thus, a variety of materials
have been created toaid parents in learning new methods of improving
relations114-ps with their children.

T'hilosoiAy

Requests can frequently, he grouped and addressed in a study-group.
Such grouping is used with the assumption that the interpersonal problem
grows out 6f a lack of informaion rather than illness or some psychic
phenomenon. The groUp also assumes that th2re is considerable commonality
in interpersonal problems and that there are resources available in the.-
group, that group members help one another by sharing the burdens of
ignorance and guilt as well as sharing ideas of alternative ways of
perceiving and responding.

Physical Aspects'

1. location: The location of the meethig should be private and relatively
quit. Chairs should he comfortable; circular placement preferred
(implies equal importance of all members, including the leader).
Group members shoUld he able to see each other's faces.. If the room
is fairly larce, 'live the members sit in'a circle closer together,
rather than .sitting "around" the room.

Time: The hour of the meeting, of course, is dictated by the schedules
of the potential members and of the leader. It may be most convenient
fnrmothersullo do not work outside the hlO attend meetings while
their children are at school.

Evening meetings are usually more convenient for fathers and mothers
employed outside the home. In some areas study groups are conducted,
as part of the regular adult education program in the community.

The matter of care for preschoolers and for ybur school-aged
children during the group meetings can be decided on by the potential}'
members. If the meetings are held during the day-at the school, the
older children in the building may be allowed to assist in the care of



preschoolers. If evening meetings are held, then the responsibility
of providing child care can be dealt with by each individual family

.

or by the collective group as a whole.

3. Length of a Session: The sessions should last 11/2 to 21/2 hours,

depending on the materials being used and the schedules of the
potential members and of the leader.

4. Size of the Group: This depends again on what materials are b4Ilng
used. A group,of approximately ten to twelve members usually allow _

for valuable participation and involvement.

5. Refreshments: These contribute'to informality and should be considered
if they do not add unnecessarily to the work of the leader. Often
members will share responsibility for providing refreshments., Of
course, refreshments should be only supplementary'to theyprogram
and should.. not be used to turn the session into a social discussion.

Resource Materials

1 Books: Parents can use resource books such as Children the Challeegis
by Rudolf Dreikurs and the leader can use the accompanying Study Group
Leaders Manual by Soltz. The Soltz leader's guide presents the
characteristics ,f a group leader, characteristics of a group; ways
of getting started, the outlines for the series of session' rind

key questions for each chapter. Other parent study grout
Raising a Responsible Child by Dinkmeyer and McKay which udes

_a.leader's outline,.or The Pra, Lical Parent, ABC's of Chia_
Discipline by Corsini and Painter. Yet another resource book that
can be used for parenting groups is Gerald Patterson's Families.
This book uses a programmed learning approach to teach parents about
implementing behavior modification with their children.

2 Published Parenting Programs: At this writing the best structured
materials for study group use in the opinion of the authors of
this workshop is Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (Dink-
meyer and, McKay, 1976). Patterned after the well received DUSO
kit, the STEP kit containsa leader's manual, wall charts for each'
lesson, cassette tapes for each lesson, and A parent's handbook
(text).

- 8 -



Leader's Summary of the STEP Program #2

Materials: The STEP kit was created by Don Dinkmeyer and Gary D. McKay
and is published by the American Guidance Services, Inc. (Circle Pines,
Minnesota 55014). The entire kit cost approximately $65.00 + tax
(if applicable) + shipping costs. Additional parent hAndbooks to be
used by group members are approximately,$3.50 apiece + tax (if applica-
ble) + shipping costs.

The following materials are included in a complete STEP kit: an
introductory tape giving a. description of the program and an invitation
to parents; invitational brochures which describe the program for
prospective participants; STEP Leader's Manuals one STEP Parent's
Handbook; five tape cassettes (une.or,two rtcorded segmenta are pre-
sented in each STEP lesson); sik dircubsion guide cards; nine posters
that are spiral bound in a self-easle; ten charts; and 4 vinyl carrying
case that is made to double as an easel for the charts.

Leader: A STEP parent education.group can he. led by a person trained
in the helping professions. It can also be led by a lay person who
is willing-to study. the leader's manual intensively and has the ability
to lead discussion groups.

The leader's primary task is to create a flvironment so
that parents can Identify basic parent--' principles,
diScuss techniques used in resolving pru .1. _Lions, and acquire a.

se pf usefulness in helping. others. leader does not needto be
consciously awi-re of the intended outcome for each separate act' of
attending or responding to the group member. Nevertheless, the leader
should have the goals of.the session in mind, be aware of the leader's
facilitative role in a democratic group, and be consciously aware of
strategies that may achieve the learning goale for study groups.

Length: The STEP program consists of nine lessons, witll s,homework
activity at the end of each lesson. It is recommended that the STEP
parent education group meet no more than once a week. This allows
enough time to asudy the handbook and incorporate (by means of ...;Le
homework assignments) what has been learned.

Objectives: The.STEP program is based on fundamental Adlerian prin-
ciples (as descrihed by Dinkmeyer and McKay in Raising a. Responsible
Child) and,the conimunication processes and skills of Thomas Gordon's
Parent Effettiveness Training.



The objectives of the STEP parent study groups are:

a. To help parents understand a practical theory of human
behavior and its implications for parent-child relationships.

b. To help parents learn new procedures for establishing democratic
relationships with their children.

c. To help parents improve communications between themselves and
their children so'all concerned feel they are being heard.

d. To help parents develop skills of listening, resolving conflicts,
and exploring alternatives with their children.

e. To help parents learn how to use encouragement and logical con-
sequences to modify their children's self - defeating, motives and
behaviors.

f. To help parent' learn how to conduct family meetings.

g. To help parents become aware of their own self-defeating
patterns and faulty convictions which keep them from being
effective parents who enjoy their children.



Leaders Sur..mary of Two Misconceptions About Parent Groups Leaders #3

Misconception #1: The parent group leader is an authority on human

behavior.

Make clear to the members of your groups that you are not an
authority on human behavior. Explain to the members that your job
is to organize the group, present the program for each meeting, make
the materials available, and lead the discussions ,so that all
group members can participate profitably.

Of course you .lust prepare for each meeting by reading the Leader's
Manual and the Parent's Handbook. It also helps to do some extra
reading on the subject of raising children. But most important will be
your abillty to communicate - to help make the subject'of each meeting
meaningful to group members.

Misconception #2: The leader should be able to have all the "right"

answers.

Shelves of books have been written on the subject of people helping
other people. One discovery that has come from all this is that
effective group leaders need not be authorities on the subject of
"helping". Far more pertinent are their abilities to listen well and
Lu facilitate communication among group members. If you believe that
it's more important to be an effective listener and facilitator than
it is to have a precisely correct answer, you will realize that yOU need
not be competent in all aspects of child training in order to respond
to questions.

471

die



Leader's Summary of Beginning a Study Group Session 114

The First Few Minutes:

A study group session may begin without leader intervention, usually
in the form of casual conversation among members revolving around the
behaviorof children, experiences growing fl..om the homework assignment,
or issues growing out of reading assign-oe,kts. If this occurs, there is
a strong likelihood fof two or more conversations occuring simultaneously
and the leader feeling guilty about short circuiting meaningful dialogue
to initiate a "lesson" that may be, directly to the point.. The leader

.

can hardle this dilemma by announcing "I'm really interested in the
conversations that are going on. Perhaps we can all focus on (Person
A) and will come back to (Person B) later." If necessary, repeat
the essence of content or feeling to reinitiate discussion. Some

.possible repeat statements: "You sound really excited about your
success." '"You found that an action' could have more than one goal
and it was kind of hard to decide which."

Other Options:

The group may not start spontaneopsly. As the leader, you have several
options for initiative at the beginning of a session. You may begin with
homework or with the reading assignment. The homework assignment will
tend to build continuity from one session to the next. It also gives
members an opportunity to repore success which is an encouraging experience.

An open lead-to the discussion of homework might be: "What happened
when you used encouragement?" This is an open ended question and most
any outcome 1s possible. The open question will stimulate more discussion
than a closed question, one that an be answered with a yes, no or
one word explanation. A closed question carries with it implied messages
of assumed incapability and guilt for a negative response. If the
mem,.2r reports a negative experience the leader can still be a winner by
responding in terms of open ended statements of courage- "What can
we, 1-earn from this?"

The pronoun "we" signals that the leader is an equal in the group
'and the focus of the grap is on learning and mutual helpfulness.



Leader's Summary of Sabotage Techniques 05

A major problem for the leader and other participants is the
group member who resists knowingly or unknowingly what the rest
of the group is trying to accomplish. Communicating honestly and
directly is not easy. Accepting new ideas is no simple matter, either.
When group members feel unsure of themselves, they may defend
themselves by "playing games". The following are manipUlaeive behaviors
that have been classified in terms of games.

I.. Monopoly People who play "Monopoly" believe they must be
the center of attention. They become concernee Whenever they
are not the focus of discussion. These people have a number
of purposes for monopolizing the group. Aside from enjoying
the attention of other members, they develop strategies for
controlling and contesting the position of the leaders.

To lessen the infjuence of the monopolizer, you might
say "I'm getting concerned that time ie going fait and we
need to move on to other things- If there's time later; we can
come back to this." Then move on.

If the member continues trying 'to monopolize the group,
Ask him or -her to drop membership. Suggest that the person
consider individual parent counseling, where more time can
be given.

2. trove it - People who play this game challenge the leader,
other members, the material,. and anything else which to them

_symbolizes authority. They challenge in order to reveal the
fallibility of the resources, setTehemselves up as particularly
intelligent, or to assume the .adership role.

.

A lead4r needs to identify the purpose of this behavior:and
the beliefs that motivate it. If a member who plays this game
is challenging mainly to be the center of discussion (if-the person
believes "I count only if other people are involved with me"),
you need to find a way to encourage the person by recognizing
assets and. contributions. However, if the member is concerned
with power and gaieving a role of authority, you may need
group assistance 6-redirect c.ne person. Try asking the group,
"What seems to be happening in the group now?" or, "How do
you feel about what Joan is saying?". This will usually bri4
about a solution. If members offerteedbaek to the challentkr
'arid you meein on to the next phase of the lesson, the problem
is usually solved. eeee e

If the person does not understand ..t.be confrontat14121
of the other members, review. the Discussio.reC4i loN Cards-Tchd
clarify the meaning of effective communication.. -. You mi-'.
say, "These ideas are for' all of us to consider and to make
our own decisions on whether or not to accept them." in Whatever
course you choose, be sure to avoid a stt4legle for power.

ee

- 13-



yakkity-Yak - Group members whe talk incessantly may do so
for recognition or because they believe their problems are
more important than those of.other group members. You
can somezimes redirect chatterboxes by recognizing their
enthusiasm and privately asicing them to encourage more
reserved members of the group to becsirAe involved in the
discussion. To move the, taker fromLehatteriag to putting
principles into action, suggest that he or she apply
a wry specific principle foK the following week.

People whose talk in the group focuses only un'themselves
may be redirer_ted,with the question, "How does. what You're
saying relate to concerns expressed by (nsme) !" or "Coutd
we y,c) on and come sack to this layer if there,is time?"

4. Try to Make Me Group members who play this Tamelfave only a
partial commitment to the program. Their motivation is super-
ficial they want somethingto give *hem magical control over
their children. When'the leader points out that they must
be responsible for their own results, they show resistance.

in some instances, the program's ideas may conflict
with the 'etiister's basic hellefs. If such a parent
believe:, -any questioning of m...ori3ctices Is a dersonal
[Alnliongo," or he wfi! fight at ever'. turn - either
artivt.ly or i.assively.

To a resister, you can saytr."We cannot tell you what to do;
you must dec Ide what's best for yoursAf. Our purpose is to
study the ideas set fcrth'in this program, so we need to continue."
Taking this stance, you imply that the resister is entitled
to his or her beliefs, hut not entitled to disrupt the purpose
of the-group.

If the resistors can. -.:ome to see that their personal

opfnions/are not being threatned from the outside, they
may eventully become more cooperative. In any' event, by
remaining objective you have demonstrated a way to deal with
the invitation to a power struggle.

5. Have You Considered . . . Let's-Look at Alt Points of View
IntellectufiiLizers are similar to those who play "Try toiiake
Me". They_resist with ideas, rather than with emotions. When
the group is moving along, they enjoy interrupting its progress
by hringine tn a different point of view often seemingly
important.

You c is4icat that the person may have a_ point, but
that the group organized to tonsider and discuss the opinions
and idea., presented In the group. C!arify that the leader's
taski heir th,! group focus on what the program has to
of-ftr.

14



6. I'll Try !;!se ot .c,iwreme;:ts of the 'iTFP Program Ls that
parents make ,:,m!.:Istent, firm rIlmItments. II some parents begin
to move toward action by ;Afatig, -I like the idkie of fe.g., logical
consequences for chores). i'maytry it." you need to use the
"shock approach- and ask the,' firmly not to try it. Indicate
that the word "try" implies a mere attempt, and if they fail,
they can say, "Well, I tried." Ask thew_ to either (I) change nothing,
or (2) commit themselves to following a new course of action at
least until the next sessic±n. Emphasize that one must begin a
new approach with a firm dectsion. Remind them that expectations
have much to do with success and failure.

7. Kids Will Do That . . It 's. Orly Normal . ,It's just a Stage
One of the most common deterrent to group progress is the

)
s'

acceptance of all kinds-of misbehavior and ineffective relation-.
ships as normal fox parent-child telationships. people who promote
this view believe th.t children are unavoidably "impossible to
live with," hence pnly to be endured., They axe no hope of help-
ing children become cooperative, responsible, and enjoyable.

If such a parent contriute very many gloomy pronounce-
ments ("That's how kids are. "), vou must block the attempts
to reduce the .group to futilit.:. (onf.ront'their beliefs by stating,
"You may feel it'simpossible to improve relationships, but that
has not been the experience of others, We are here because we
believe we can changebehavior and improve our relationships with
children." Do not argue.:

8. If Only'lle or She Would. -. Some-parentsshift the responsibility
for unsatisfactory parent-child relationships to a spouse, grand-
parent, neighbor, or some other person. In effett, such a parent is
saying that a child's misbehavior :8 not influenced by the parent's
own behavidr, that vmeone else must act If things are to improve.
When a leader Teflectsa_ positionin the extreme ("You seem to be
saying that nothing you say or dc, has any bearing. on the relationship
with your child"), the sp.!ak.er can lme aware of, what he. or she is
really saying.

9. What Do,You Do When. . . - The grt5Up will he nkel to have a
"catastrophizer", who en}ovfi narrating de-tr.:11s of calamities.
This person tends to present very difficult problems and then
:ysist suggestionyfor soluttons, by pfnting ou!., ":3ut
. . .t," The member whe plav "What do do when. . . usual
has not experienced the o?;,ject or ber concern firsthand.

The leader can-ask, "Are yoii aware that when you say, "What
if. . .?" it seems to me you are looking tc:r rt'aron,t not to change
what ;G'S rt, preetttly c'.0tn$;,-



The leader can al;o tug ?-he -esif:ter's quii5tion around by
asking, "When the child did that, how did xou respond?" Such
redirection enables, the group to look again at. the purpose or
cons' e of to behavior. Continue by as'e.ing, "What principle
did .verlook.?" "Which principle could apply?" i)o not permit
the individuals 1-:o continue generalizing and intelleetualizing.
Require them to be specific.

Alternately the leader can respond; "Of course anything
can happen; but let's work from ours awn concrete 'experiences."

10. Ye But,. . Members who play this grime are communicating to the
rest of 00 group that they haveno intention of accepting new
ideas or making commltments. By saying, "Yes, but. s .." or words
to that. effect, they intend only_to.impress the group with.their
good 1.tentions. They dare no risk stating yes or no.

The leader can confront. vague or vaLilating.,members with
encouragement: "When you:say, "Yea, but. -.4". it sounds alb if
you're talking about something. you really don!t' want to dos That'*
all right., not tire purpose of this program to pressure you
to do-anything you don't want to do."

Or, refer the problem to the group: "'what in George really
9aFirig?- if the group doer not understan the 17,eaning of Geora'n
Inesgagy, express your own impressions.

. The foregoing games occur because people are being asked
change before they have new skills and attitudes to rapIace
the games, Through respect and patience, the leader can help
parents learn more honest ways to expresui 'themselves in the group
an well an with their children.



Leader's S mary of Facilitative "Iech,iiques for STEP Parent Group Leaders //6

The fol:L,win leaderThip an help each discussion be

Srructuring sets the purpose and goals of the group and the
procedures of the meetings.

The purpose of a STEP study group is to consider how
principles of child behavior can be applied to specific situations.
The study group does not have to become involved in extensive
discussions of the beliefs and values of its members. Instead,
the focus is on understanding basic principles and their
application.

Structuring establishes limits on discussions and redirects
participants when they wander from the group's goals. Structuring
requires the leader to be continuously awere of what is happening
and to determine whether it is within the purposes of the group.
The leader who structures well senses when it is appropriate to
permit latitude in discussions and when it is prudent to
draw boundaries.

To prevent unnecessary confusion, the leader should obtain
early consensus about the time and place and dis:uss materials
to IA used

i.z.jni. :cces:-> whereby a leader helps group members
be(:,,--:;2 aware tha t thr questions and .c-oncerns are shared by
.,them ;.

If the !nt.t:rs are to work teeth r and to feel concern for
:

.,cicether, Itah ether, they must learn :0 listen t ,-,'Ach other and
di over that their .-,:l. eras are ,t unique, but often common
,:,:pL r iences .

Grou cohesion is promoted by a simple strategy: the leader's
a'king what others th-i.11: about a presented problem.

After hearing a question or a puzzled comment, you may ask,
"Has anyone else wondered about that? Has anyone elselliad
diffiellhy trying to. . .?" As responses come ',.th, listeners
recognHe they are not isolated in their lack of knowledge or
in their ineffectiveness in influencing children's behavior.

Linkin,7 is thy: identification of common elements. It is a skill
wich requires a leader listen c;(refullv to the questions and

expr; .,sea in the croup.
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As thoughts and feelings are expressed, listen for thems
which are similar - but which may not have been recognized a;
such by other group members. Linking clarifies communication
by helping members see that they have similar feelings or
beliefs. Point out similarities or differences; for example,
"Mary gets very discouraged when she tries to deal with Billy's
ineptness. She seems to be saying, 'What's the use?' Do
you remember Sue's son, Johnny, getting Sue to do things for
him? Do you sr:e any similarity between the two problems?"

As the common elements in their problems. are pointed out,
interaction between the members is promoted. Linking is an
especially imrortant technique in the early stages of a group
or when members are not listening to each other.

4. Feedback is the -1-,c,ss whereby a person gets reactions from
members of the groupconcerning what he or she has just said
or done. Feedback enables a person to ,understand how she or
he is being perceived by others.

To build effective working relationships, group members
must provide honest and specific feedback to each other. For
the feedback process to work, group members must overcome
some social taboos against the sxnression of thoughts and feelings.

The effective leader recognises the value of feedback, points
out its function in the group, and shows how it works by "feeding
back" information ro group members and clarifying what has
happened. Feedback is most effective when it focuses on "here
and now" situations which give members insight into how they act
as parents. Saying to a member, "Your tone of Joice 'and the way
you appear to talk down to others comes across to me as dis-
i-espectful could it be that your children are picking this
up, too?" gives the person information about the messages
he or she conveys. Feedback does not demand a mutual respect
and caring. Any decision to change rests with the receiver.

5. Developing tentative hypotheses enables members to translate
theorYinto practice by findinz, principles applicable to
the behavior of their own children.

The STEP program assumes that all behavior and misbehavior
is purposive. As questions about the application of this principle
arise, the leader asks members to describe:

a. Is'hat, specifically, did the child do?
h. 'How did you feel when this was happening?
c. _How did you respond tc the misbehavior?
d. How did the child ,L,pond to your reaction?
P. What purpose did the child's misbehavior have for the

Hld?



ITh
1By taking them through these steps, the leade encourages

parents to look for the purposes of behavior. It is important
to encourage members to feel free to guess or use hunches. In
time, members can come to recognize.that the freedom to risk
error and to he imperfect allows the to grow by accepting their
own best efforts.

6. Focusing on the positive behavior of children and parents gives
members encouragement and leads them to encourage each other.

Ask: "What do you look forward to when you are with. . .?"
Or, "What can this child be respected or valued for?" Although
this may be a difficult tasA(, helping members focus on the positive
will improve their relationships w4th their children and their
feelings about themselves.

Recognize attempts by group members to function more effectively
as parents. This Will encourage at least minimal progress. Encourage-
ment is a necessary skill for a parent; therefore, it should be
practiced in th, ,;roup. Members should learn to ask each other
"What are some ways in which you can encourage your child?"

7. Task setting and obtaining commitments is the process whereby
group members are helped to clarify tasks and to specify the time
commitments they are willing to make. To progress beyond general
discussion, individual members must establish tasks and make
definite commitments.

Task setting in4olves two steps: helping a patent identify a
problem, and then helping him or her develop a specific procedure
for solving it. Obtain a commitment by having the parent state
an intention to apply the new procedure for a week and to
report results at the next meeting of the group.

The leader uses task setting and commitments to help each
member focus clearly on what she or he wants to get from the
study group. These procedures also align the goals of the
individual with those of the group.

8. Summarizing helps members to understand ideas, procedures, and
attitudes that have been expressed and to integrate what they
have learned. The summary ::Arhal, not written, so all may
benefit from ,;he e:..change.

A summary may deal with the content of the meeting, the
feelings of members, or with the level of their involvement.
Group members an he asked to summarize at appropriate times.
The leader needn't wait until the end of the session to help
clarify new 1,e or she and otherm4roup members see the group's
progress.



At the end of a session, a summary may lead group
members to become aware of important things they. missed
during the session. This type of learning often occurs
when the leader invites each member to tell what he or
she learned from the session. The simple question, "What did
you learn this time?" not only enables the leader to clarify
mistaken impressions, it improves the leader's understanding
of the group as a whole.

Specific Effective Leader Responses

Silence: Silence 1.3 often an effective response. It is necessary
to allow members time to think. Given such time, each member will
be able to identify something learned from the experience of
other members. A period of silence that seems like an eternity tp
the leader with "right" answers is, in reality only about 30
seconds. Group members can be counted on to fill the void of
silence. And their thoughtfulness will produce more learning than
a dozen "right" answers.

2. The Repeat: "You tried to use encouragement but had a hard time
finding the starting place." A repeat lets member know they are
heard, gives them a chance to hear themrielTres, and gives an opportunity
for correction if the leader has perceived incorrectly.

3. Pairing: If another member has previously reported a similar situation,
Your experience was similar to ." or "Both you and
had trouble finding something to encourage." Misery does not love
company but people do.

4. Respond,to Content: The "repeat" above is a content response because
it paraphrases what happened. This is more comforting than a response
to feeling which will be illustrated 4ater.

5. Expand: Given an opportunity more people will gladly tell you about
their operation and in the process clarify the situation. "Can you
tell us more about your Saturday morning?" "What did you try to
do ?"

The member senses a genuine interest and the desire of others
to be helpful. The leader may wish to build excitement either
with the member or the entire group. The same'siruation presents
the opportunity.



6. Action Responses: Once a basic relationsh T exists between the
leader and the group as well as among group members, the leader
may make action responses. The basic relationship means that a
supportive atmosphere exists and the response will not be
perceived as criticism or a put down. "What would you like to
do about it?" "You've decided you're not going to put yourself
in the same situation again."

7. Feeling Responses: Like action responses, feeling responses are more
personal. To identify the feeling, think first in gross-tefts-of
pain and pleasure and then narrow to the more specific feeling.
"You were really pretty discouraged at not being able to get
something going." "Were you annoyed?" Again, a wrong guess enables
you to improve your mark.

3. Ask for an Explanation: By comparison, why questions are more exciting,
than what, when, or where questions, but why questions demand an
explanation. "Why couldn't you find one good thing that
was doing Saturday?" "Why did you wait until Saturday to try the
encouragement?"

Compare the feeling tone generated by the above questions
with the more comforting "When did you start on Saturday?" "Where
were you when you tried to use encouragement?" "Who was present?"
In general, "why" questions are best avoided by the discussion
group leader, but on occasion they may fit in with your goals.



Leader's Summary of Leader Skills - Game Cards #7

It is the first meeting of the parent education group and you
are attempting to 'keep the discussion centered around "communication.",
Hcwever, Mrs. Car and Mrs. Lloyd are in the corner critisizing the
school system; Mr. Lister, Mr. Car, and Mrs. Jay are discussing
communication among themselves; and the rest of the members_look
bored. This meeting-needs STRUCTURING!

GO BACK 3 SPACES

The parent education group is discussing children's responsibilities
as they relate to school and getting homework accomplished. A few
of the members begin to maneuver the discussion into a verbal attack -
on various teachers' methods and requirements. As the leader, however,
you bring the conversation back to pinpointing what are the school
responsibilities of children. Good STRUCTURING!

GO AHEAD 2 'SPACES

It is the second parent group meeting and Mrs. Ross is expressing
concern about her daughter's taking care of her own clothes. As the
leader, you turn to the group and ask, "Has anyone else wondered or
been concerned about that?" Other group members identify with the
situation and begin to respond. Good UNIVERSALIZING!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES .

Susan Lee is relating to the parent group about a situation she had
to resolve with her son Michael. The result of the conflict left some
questions in her mind about punishment. Immediately two other parents
respond to her question with such comments as "The idea has been bothering,
me too" and "I had a similar experience with my Harry". They are
UNIVERSALIZING themselves because of the pattern you established
earlier in the group.

ki

GO AHEAD 3 SPACES



Mr. Gomez is expressing frustration and annoyance about his five-
year-old's consistant bid for attention. As the Yeader, you know
that LINKING clarifies communication and is especially helpful in the
early stages of the group - so you remark: "Last week didn't you
express a similar problem of feeling irritated at your daughter's
attention-getting methods, Mr. Rogers?"

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

Mrs. Lang is concluding an emotional description of how her Jackie
has been so pokey in the mornings and she has had to drive him to school
the past four days. All she receives is sympathetic (or embarrassed)
mumblings. What this woman needs is FEEDBACK from the leader and
other group members!

GO BACK 3 SPACES!

*Discuss in your group what could have been said to Mrs. Lang.
Remember that FEEDBACK does not demand change it only shares
an observation.

The parent group members are verbally listing things they ,7nuld
like to see changed in their children. Mrs. Hall -mphatical states
that she is "sick and tired of constantly picking up Maggie's clothes
from all over the house." Mrs. Day quietly remarkS, "It sounds
to me like your Maggie has discovered a good way of really getting
you involved with her." You've done a good job teaching the
members how to give FEEDBACK!

GO AHEAD 3 SPACES!

Mr. Poe came to the third parent group meeting eager to bring up
his problem about Roger, his son: "I just can't get him to cooperate..
Why is he like this?" To get Mr. Poe to begin to apply newly learned
theories to a specific situation, you lead him through a series of
questions: what specifically happened how did it make you feel, what
did'you do, then what happened, and s You are helping Mr. Poe
in DEVELOPING TENTATIVE HYPOTHESES!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!
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Mrs. Smith excitedly reports to your parent education group tonight
about how she successfully handled her daughter's bid for negative attention
during the past week. You have helped her in DEVELOPING TENTATIVE
HYPOTHESES and in risking applying those hypothesis.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES

Mr. John is describing how he attempted to respond to his children's
fighting: he went to his room to read; however, when they follOwed him
with their fighting, he ended up spanking them both. All you are able
to concentrate on is his adding-to a power struggle with punishment.
As the leader, you should encourage him (he did remove himself from
the situation as a first step) and try FOCUSING ON THE POSITIVE.

GO BACK 2 SPACES
a

The assignment tonight for the parents in your group-is to describe
what they like about their children - what actions they can encourage.
As the leader, you know how important it is to try FOCUSING ON THE
POSITIVE.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES

Mr. Fox often complains in the parent group about his son's lack
of responsibility-taking at home. Yet, when you try to get him to
pinpoint specific situations and apply the theories he has learned,
he / simply replies, "I'll try" (without any_ real enthusiasm). You
feel discouraged because you know that TASK SETTING AND OBTAINING
COMMITMENTS are important parts of the learning process.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

Your parent education group has been meeting for several weeks, now
and the enthusiasm and involvement are showing a definite increase. As
the leader, you have established the pattern of a weekly homework
assignment (to apply techniques learned during the meeting) and the
parents report about their experiences at the following meeting. Good
TASK SETTING AND OBTAINING COMMITMENTS!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES



t.

The third meeting of your parent education group is over and two
of the parents have come up to you and expressed dissatisfaction with
the process of the group. You have also been concerned about the
group'* involvement. You leave the meeting frustrated and a bit
discouraged. SUMMARIZING during the meeting would have helped to
clarify feelings and mistaken impressions.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

You and the parent education group you are leading are in the
middle of the second meeting. The discussion seems to be flourishing.
Varioti.s members seem to want to skirt the subject instead of talking
about; the real issues at hand, You stop the discussion for a minute
and ask such questions as: "%hat is happeffing to our group,
how are you feeling right now, what are we wanting to akdomplish
during, this session?" Good use of SUMMARIZING!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES



Leader's Summary of Leader Response Game Cards //7

You are leading your second parent group meeting, and you still feel
a bit nervous. Mrs. Rogers has just described a problem she has had with
her son and has asked, "What should I have done?" The "right" answer
seems obvious to you, yet none of the other parents volunteer a solution.
So, to keep things moving, you suggest your "right" answer. ,In this
case, SILENCE would have been an effective response. Thirty seconds may
seem like an eternity to you, but it would have allowed others to get up
the courage to speak out.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

Mrs. Wong has just posed a question about one of the theories pre-
sented in the parent education group readings. You decide to use
SILENCE as a response for Mrs. Wong. After a short while, Mr. Poe,.who
usually has a difficult time speaking before the others, begins to ex-
plain his viewpoint concerning the theory in question. Good leader
response!

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

This is the seventh parent group meeting, and the members are very
interested in having an opportunity to receive help with their personal
situations. However, as leader you have been giving several examples
from your own experiences to teach specific points. This extensive use of
COiCRETENESS responses by the leader is unwise. CONCRETENESS should be
used sparingly by the leader in the later group sessions.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

It is the first parent education meeting, and you grie teaching the
goals of misbehavior. The parents are not becoming involved in the dis-
cussion very easily. To illustrate your teaching point and to get the dis-
cussion going, you begin to describe a personal illustration of your son's
attention-getting methods at yesterday's church meeting. This is a goo:.
use of CONCRETENESS in response to the tension of the group.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!

The REPEAT RESPONSE: Mr. and Mrs. Howe have been reluctant to get
involved in the parent group discussions. Tonight, however, they timidly
tell of a problem situation they were having with their son: "We just
don't know quite what to do with Randy. He's always acting up at meals
and disrupting the whole family." You want them to feel understood and
comfortable in sharing. So you repeat the basic content: "You would like



Randy to have more responsible actions, but you're havin',,. a hard timp
knowing how and where to start."

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

Mrs. Garcia is attempting to describe her Anna's ability to disrupt
the entire household at bedtime. You respond: "I remember from last week
that Mr. Lee was describing a similar prdblem. Both of you seem to be
having trouble finding a way to get your children_to cooperate at bedtime."
This was a good PAIRING response for you to make.

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE'

The parents are reporting about their experiences this past week ih
using natural and logical consequences with their children. The Hatlows
have described how their Sandy was shocked when her parents dkd not step
in and take over when she missei the bus last Tuesday. She ended up hav-
ing to walk to school. Later the Smiths related about the incident when
their John missed supper because he did net come home when called; he

was amazed at hisparents (and argry) that he hgd to experience hunger
until the next morning. You decide to give a PAIRING response: "Both you
and the Harlows had similar experiences. Your chiliren were astounded
that they needed to suffer consequences for the decLsions they made."

GO AHEAD 1. SPACE!

This i3 the first parent education group meeting, and the parents
seem obviously ill at ease. You have decided that you want to establish a
comfortable atmosphere for them to share in, so you direct most of your
remarks about their situations tc, RESPONDING TO CONTENT. For example, Mrs.
Castor described how her small son runs away from her in the shopping
center and throws a temper tantrum when she catches up to.him. You reacted
with, "You would like to help your son learn better public manners, yet you
aren't sure how to start?"

GO AHEAD 1 SPACE!

Mrs. Walker is trying to enlist the help of the-group members in
learning how Lo change her daughter's extreme attention-getting behavior
while Mrs. Walker is on the telephone. The group has met several .times to-
gether now; and you would like to'build a little more excitement in the

group. So you ask Mrs. Walker, "Tell us more about what your daughter is
doing. What do you do while she is acting this way?" Good use of an
EXPAND RESPONSE.

11,

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES!



F.ver ti parent gr ip '.)egan meting, Mr. i.Hher7is ha!i been relui.:--

tarn out or describe hi!: family situation. ToniF,ht at the meeting
is quiet:y re:a;ing how re: used to help :ne family .-llores.

You ;11.,-. Ro':,erts' ai-ik him more: "iic2w

did he refuse7 »hat :t wou:d prohihly ^)ettr not
use ih EXPA!1) :.:IPO,!;E here f!Jt, -oulj nr-suted). A responsk.
relating Ill -it the. ..:.ontent build more ih ituation,

GO KAU SPAcF!

Your parent education group ha!-.: been meetAmg yil!1.7 a tihIIc now,

and it has become a Close, supportive- group. Mr. Carr ba* hrought up a
problem they are living with their daughter Lynn. You give an ACTION RE:
SPONSE: "WMit would you like to do about it, Mr. C.Jrr?" This launches Mr.
Carr and the gr,up int, generating a plan on how lac Atuntion.

AHEAD21

This is the first meeting of the parent e'ucation group. A few of the
parents have begun to share about some of problerif expertences with

se

children. W11Jh Mr. Sells finishes, you Ly) to ,;et opt(' the topic of "parent
reactions" by asking, "Whnt4ilo you think ,iyou ;:honId do about it?" It woald

be better this ,zarly in the ;:roups experiences ti;',t- to su,-h an ACTION
RESPONSE. Since support within the group ha not type

of rspone migh: se,ta -is A "put-down".

:1

Lan me ft th, meeting w.tice;:f.hiY -,et. :-;he to the
member,-: that riiii-efore she left the houe, er ,ion had shouted that Oho.
should horn,. and help him with`..homewnrk, a,:d that if she didn't ,:a-e

about him rhea ilk- didn't love her either. 'z'u quietly remarked, "You must
have felt iii. t :it hi!: reaction ter your . :going f!, the me,,zin tonight." Good
FEELING RESPONSE.

,+) AHEAD 2 SPACES:

Your par;.nt education group has been meeting fcr several months now.
Thi, parents are discussing developing' confidence in their new-found parent-
ing techniques. Mrs. Jones describes an incident where her mother-in-law
took issue with one Of her parenting methods in front of her son. You

rethark, "You mu.' nave felt pr,q.tv frustred and put down aiwu then." Good
FEELING RESPONSE.

Oo AHEAD 2.



!Jail is describing her son't., "1:ier-..!" to h,-mework and
hls to keep af::er him tr: it done. respond: "Why did
decicre that homework ...os your responsi!,ility and not :!iis?" Thin
FOR-AN-EXPLANATION-RESPONSE (the whv ,-estior) is ,1,::1aliy to 1-,e

by the i:roup leader. It io ,->ften

Rarely o t.-xtrene r n,, 7T In
v(lur

f/



t!dr urtiry Chanct Jirc:.=:

What I-. -,7:r iv

r;tve an I-rIle.sage t(- s,')rleone in

Tell someone in yrir group whar you lik hi= 'r ho:

Describe how you :eel right at thi!-: clomen.

Tell about a favoritct to,: you had as a chii.

IF you could ;:hone the world,- what one thing woulc!

the 'di" student_ use only fo.lr

41-at is your favori'te color? -

If you could travel anywhere In wt,r1i1t lik

'What is your avorit(.- Mlow' -

'What one thing do y:-:,1; enloy 7.70T

hat one thin-,; liKe

it ,.-:)11 chan,,,e int aninal,

What `Ia.:, Tn!'. ;;:!

4
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Leader's Summary of SabotagE, Game Cards

Mr. Sands is quickly becoming a problem for your parents education
group. He wants to be the center of attention and dominate the discussions.
He is playing the sabotage game of MONOPOLY. What might you say to
Mr. Sands?

If you said something like:

"I am getting concerned that time is going fast and we need to move on
to other tLi;:gs. If there's time later, we can come back to thisP

or

"When you keep us with you, I can't help group members get
involved with each other. "

or

" very hard for me to give you my undivided attention when I have
so many group members to consider and include:'

ROLL AGAIN:

Several times now Mr. Harlow has taken issue with the ideas presented
in the discussionof the parent education materials: "I'd like them to
just come and show me how that would possibly work! My Susan never acts
that way. , ." She is playing the saboage game called PROVE IT. What
might you say to Mrs. Harlow?

you said something like:
" I am getting concerned that time 1,-; going fast and we need to move

on to other things. Ii there's time later, we can come back to this."

or

" When you vo,;, I mc.mbers get
involed e.-1,A other.

These idea all o uyi to consider .1716 7 ..;;Ike our ow::

decisiorvt on w1:! , -r Or not !o :iccept them.



"You may have a point and I an glad that you saw that point but
we are here to consider and discuss the ideas ani opinions presented
in the program."

or
"It's up to you to decide if these ideas and beliefs are of value

to you and your situation. If you consider these ideas and beliefs are
of no value to you, you might be happier and more at ease if you consider
dropping from the group."

or

"We cannot tell you what tc do, you must decide wnat is best for
ycurself. Our purpose is to discuss the ideas and opinions presented
in this program."

ROLL AGAIN!

Mrs. Car i3 enthusiastic abut the parent education group. However,
she ,eems to talk incessantly about her own home situations. She
chatters through the whole meeting and you know it is inhibiting the
participation, of the other members. She is playing the sabotage game
of YAKKITY-YAK. What could you say to Mrs. Car?

If you said someth:.ng like:
"I am getting concerned that time is going fast and we need to

move on to other things. If there's time later, we can come back to this*'

or

When you keep us busy with you, r can't help group members get in-
volved with each other.

or

" hard for me to g. ye You my ,m(livided 7.ion when I have so
many othr group trimbers to consider and include.

ROLL AGAIN:

Mr. Show fis ^11.17 }g the sabotage game TRY_TO.MAKE ME. He ha_c,3ken
issue with severii !.tie techniques presented in the pa'r-ext_e4trr-a-tio'1



materials because they "conflict with my authority as Sam's father
I know what's best for him and what I say, goes!" What gild you say
to Mr. Shaw?

If you said something like:

"These ideas are for all of us to consider and to make our own
decisions on wheJler or not to accept zhem."

or

"You may have a point and I'm glad to understand how you feel
about parental responsibility, but we are here to consider and discuss
the ideas and opinions presented in this program."

or

"It's up to you to decide if these ideas and beliefs are of value
to you and your situation. If you consider these ideas and beliefs are
of no value to you, you might be happier and more at ease if you consider
drepping the group."

or
P

"You feel it's impossible to improve relationships, but that has not
been the experience of others. We are here because we believe we can
change behavior and improve our relationships with children."

ROLL AGAIN!

Mr. Carpenter seems to enjoy playing the sabotage game HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED LFT'S LOOK AT-ALL POINTS OF VIEW. He has tried to read
several authors' works on the subject,of parenting. Several times he
has interrupted the e-"Gress of the group and resisted ideas by quoting
diverse authors. What :Id you say to Mr. Carpenter?

If you said something_ like:

"These ideas are for all of us to consider and to make our own
decisions or whether or not to accent them."

(.1r
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"You may have a point and I am glad you saw the relationship but we
are here to consider and discuss the ideas and opinions presented in
this program."

or

"It's up to you to decide if these ideas and beliefs are of value
Co you and your situation. If you consider these ideas and beliefs are
of no value to you, you might be happier and more at ease if you consider
dropping from the group."

or

'."We cannot tell you what to do, you must decide what is best for
p3urself. Our purpose is to discuss the ideas and opinions presented
,(n this program."'

or

"ft seems that there are a lot of things that we can do to improve
our relationshIps with our children."

ROLL AGAIN!

Another type of sabotage game that can inhnit progress is I'll
TRY IT, Your parent education grout ls met several times together now.
The topic of discussion tonight is "1 Mrs.,, Lee is itpressed
with this type of communication and she remarks, "I like that idea,
I may try it with my Sarah." How could you respond to Mr'. Lee?

If you said something like:

" I feel that it's best to either change nothing or to commit your-_

self to following an entirely new course of action at least until the
next session."

or

- It's usually best when starting a new course of action to begin
with a firm resolve to proceed by a irect role and goal in mind. Remem-
ber that your expectations of success or failure has an influence on
the outcome of your actions."

Po LL AGAIN:



When Mrs. Harris wants to contribute a personal experience to
the parents group's discussion, she usually concludes her remarks with:
"That Sammy really can be frustrating! I figure it's just a stage,
though, and he will grow out of it eventually." This is the sabotage
game called KIDS WILL DO THAT . . . IT'S ONLY NORMAL . . .IT'S JUST A
STAGE. How could you respond to Mrs. Harris?

If you said something like:
"You feel it's impossible to improve relationships, but that has

not been the experience of others. We are here because we believe we
can change behavior and improve our relationships with children."

or

"At times children do appear to behave in the same manner in their
development, but I wonder how much of this is contributed by our behavior
towards children. "

or

"You seem to be saying that nothing you say or do has any bearing
on the relationship with your child. "

ROLL AGAIN!

Mr! .t.tends the parent education group alone because her
husband a meeting each night the group meets. In.fact, his job
require :aim to be away from home a large amount of time. When describing
personal situations in the group discussions, Mrs. Trass often gets
caught in the sabotage game IF ONLY HE OR SHE WOULD. She shifts the
responsibility for the parent-child problems onto the absent husband.
That might you say to Mrs. Trass?

If you said something like:
"You seem to be saying that nothing you say or do has any bearing

on the relationship with your child. "

or

"'v,, are learning in this program what each individual can do, not
what others should do."

or

't
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"If we assume responsibility for our own behavior, then we are
free to decide what to do about it."

ROLL AGAIN!

After a few parent group meetings, it is apparent that Mrs. Jones
enjoys being the "catastrophizer" in each session. When a new.technique
is being discussed, she will usually pick at it with such questions as
"But what do you do when happens?" and "But what if

doesn,'t react that way?" The discussion really
gets bogged down when Mrs. Jones begins her hypothetical situations. She
is using the sabOtage game 'WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN . . .? What could you'-
say to Mrs. Jones?

If you said something like:

"Are you aware that when you say "What if . . .?" it seems that
you are looking for reasons not to change what you are presently doing?'

or

"When the child did that, what did you do?' (This forces the parent to
eithei concentrate on specifics or to face up to the hypothetical situation.)

or

"What principle did you overlook? Which principle could you have applied?"

or

"Of course anything can happen; but let's work from our own experiencesP

ROLL AGAIN!

As the parent education group leader, you have noticed that Mr. Lowe
seems reluctant to risk saying As or no when members ask his opinion
or when the group attempts to help him develop a "plan for action."
Instead of being definite, he plays the sabotage game of YES, BUT . , .
How could you respond to Mr. Lowe?

If you said something like:
"When you say "Yes, but. . ." it sounds as if you are talking about

something you really don't want to do. That's all right. It's not
the purpose of this progr4m to pressure you to do anything you don't
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want to do."

or

(Addressed to the entire group) "What is Mr. Lowe really saying
to us?'

ROLL AGAIN!

Why do members of parent groups -play sabotage games?

If you said something like:
They have not learned to communicate honestly and directly.

or

They are being asked to.change before they have new skills and
attitudes to repleteMe sabotage games.

or

They feel unsure of themselves and use the sabotage games to
defend themselves.

ROLL AGAIN!

There are usually foui major steps in trying to deal with a person
who plays a consistent and disruptive sabotage game: (1) you respond
by referring to the content of his statements; (2) you let the group
discuss "what is happening now" or "what is really being paid here";
(3) you disclose here - and - now -type feelings; and (4) v lk w:vh the
individual outside of the groupsetting. You have L in idual
in your parent education group and you have reached _A) #4. i,,At

kinds of things might you say to this individual?

If you said something like:
The leader could suggest thatthe individual make a contrii5ution

to the group (i.e. helping someone else speak Out more).

or

The leader could confront the individual about his purposes in
the farm of an I-message.

or
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The leader could recommend other resources where the individual
might obtain additional hri.p.

or

The leader might suggest that the individual drop out of the
group.

ROLL AGAIN!

This is Arthur Jensen's first attempt at leading a parent education
group. He has prepared for the course well and feels relativelY\.
self-confident. .During the meeting, however, many of the parents seek
solutions to personal parenting problems and Mr. Jensen unwittingly
falls into the trap of giving suggestions and "possible" answers. If

not careful, Mr. Jensen will soon be sabotaging his entire parent
education course. How is Mr. Jensen sabotaging the success of the group?

If you said something like:
Mr. Jensen is letting the group members look upon him as an

authority on human behavior.

ROLL AGAIN!

Maude Lister has begun leading her first parent education group.
This is the second meeting and a similar pattern 's beginning to
repeat itself: when the parents hesitate,..tO respond to Maude or discuss
the lesson, then she supplies them right away with the "answers." Ms.
Lister will soon be sabotaging her entire parent education group. How

. is She sabotaging the success of the group?

If you said something like:
She is more concerned with giving the right answer than she is with

understanding and using communications skills.

ROLL AGAIN!

There are ten major sabotage games that defensive parents might
try to "play". Without looking at your hand-out_, list and describe
four of the sabotage games.



If you describe four of the sabotage games.

1. Monopoly

2. Prove It

3. Yakkity-Yak

4. Try to Make Me

5. Have You Considered . . . Let's Look at All Points of View . .

6. I'll Try It

7. Kids Will Do That . . . It's Only Normal ... . It's Just a Stage

8. If Only He or She Would . .

9. What Do You Do When . . . ?

10. Yes, But . .

ROLL AGAIN!
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Objective: To summarize information on parent education.

Activity: 10 minutes

PARENT EDUCATION RECAP

TASK DIRECTIONS

Often what a person first recalls about a newly learned concept
or idea I:: very important. As you look at the following four stimulus
seqtences, tap in on your first thought or association in fintshiug
up each senteuce.

1. In parent education meetings,the grouf..

2. Parent education helps

3. Several parent education programs focus on

4. The Yea of Fmrent education seems

Worksheet



ObjectiVe: To role-play "selling" parent education groups to
an. administrator.
a

A ActjvIt'

"PUTTING IT TOGETHER"

TASK DIRECTIONS

You have been involved in learning about parent education
!groups, their and specific skills in leading them. This
activity is dpractice timalo-rwomoting their value and emphasizing
allpects of the program in a role-playing situatIon. There ;4111 he
3 r' e: for each member of your group to play.

teacher or counselrit begin a parent
education group.

Responder: principal who isn't sure about the amount of time
involved and is In general skeptical.

Observer: give feedback to the actor about his/her sales-
manship and what points were particularly potent.
(The responder can give feedback about potent
points too.)

1. Each person become A, B. C.

?. For the first, round
A Actoc

.,, Responder
Observer

1. Role-plav the 41:uao;t for

f,ivp feedback to each other for about too

5. Switch roles
B Actor
C Responder
A Observer

through ft-1 fei,d.,,,,ack

Switch vole
Actor

A Responder
Observer
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Objective: To learn specific games which can sabotage parent education groups.

SABOTACF GAMES

---,^.--,----,---,..,-----
.TASK DIRECTIONS

Reed first and then discuss with the other work4hop parti-
cipe the following techniques. Put an X by the games you
feel would be hardest to-deal with. Put an p by those games you
feel comfortable handling.

A major problem for the leader and other participants is the
group member who resists - knowingly or unknowingly-what the rest
of the group is trying to accomplieh. Communicating honestly and
directly is not easy. Accepting new ideas is no simple matter, either.
When group members feel insure of themselves, they may defend
themselves by "playing games". The foliating are manipulative behaviors
that have been classiffed in terms of games.

1. lipausly - People who play "Monopoly" believe they must be
the center of attention. They become concerned whenever they
are not the focus of discussion. These people have a number
of purposes for monopolizing the group. Aside from enjoying
the attention_ef other members, they develop strategies for
controlling and contesting the position of-the leaders.

To lessen the influence of the monopolizer, you might
say "I'm getting concerned that time is going fast and we
need to move on to other things. If there's time later, we
can come back to this." Then move on.

If the member continues trying to monopolize the group,
ask him or her to drop membership. Suggest that the person
consider individual parent counseling, where more time can
be given.

Prove it - People who play this game challenge the leader,
other members, the material, and anything else which to them
symbolizes authority, They challenge in order tc reveal the
fallibility of the resources, to set themselves as. particularly
intelligent, or to assume the leadership role.

\ A leader needs to identify the purpose of this behavior and
the heliefr, that mot:ate it. If a member ..:ho plays game
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hi challenging mainly to be the center of discussion (if the
person believes "1 count only if otbe!--_people are involved
with me") you need to find a way to encourage the person by
recognizing asset° and coaiributions. However, if the member
is concerne%i with power and gaining a role of authority, you
may need group assistance to redirect the person. Try
asking the group, "WhAt seams 'to be happening in the group
now?" or, "How do you feel about what Joan is saying?"
This will usually bring about a solution. If members offer-
feedback to the challenger and you Moves `an to the next phase
of the lesson, the problem is usually solved.

If the person does not understand the confrontation of
the other members, review theTisoussion Guide Cards and
clarify the meaning of effective communic,%;.ion. You might
say. "These ideas are for all of ue,to consider and to make
our own decisions on whether or not to accept then." In
whatever , ,Irse you choose, he sure to -void a struggle for
power.

- Group members who talk incessantly may do so
for ,recognition or because they believe their problems are
more important than those of other group members. You
Can sometimes redirect chatterboxes by recognizing their
enthusiasm and privately asking them to encourage more
reserved members of the group to become involved in the
discussion. To move the talker from chattering, to putting
principles into action, suggest that he or she Apply
a very specific principle for the following week.

People whose talk in the grcup t6Qpses ona4 on themselves
may be redirected with the question; "How doe What you're
saving relate to concerns expressed by (name) ? " "' or "rould
we go on and-come back to this later if there is time?"

4. Try to Make Me - Group members who play this game.- have only
a partial commitment to the program. Their motivation is
superficial - they want something to give the magical control
over their children. When the leader points ;silt that they
must be responsible for their_own results, they show
resistance.

In some instances, the program's ideas may conflict
with the resister's basic'heliefs. if such a parent
believe4 "any questioning of my practices is a personal-
q:allenge." she or he will fight at every turn- either
/ictvely or paAsively,

To a resister, you can saw, "We cannot tell Yalu what to do;
you-mut decide what's hest for yourself. Our purpose Is to
study the ideas set forth in tht ti proAram. so we need to continue.-
Takin:!. this stance, you it'-ply Thar- the,resister is entitled
o hts or her helief, 1.,ut not ,,tat itle,! t- disrupt the purpose
te rt Ii



If the resiy,ters can come to see that their personal
opinions are not ieing threatened from the outside, they
may eventually become more cooperative. In any event, by
remaining objective you have demonstrated a way to deal with
the invitr.tion to a power struggle.

:lave You Considered
. Let's Lork at Al :Joints of View

Inte2lectualizers are similar to those who pia; "Try to Hake
They resist with ideas, rather than with emotions. When

the group is moving along, they enjoy interrupting its progress
by bringing in a different point of view often seemingly
importan

You can indicate that the person may have a point, but
that the group is organized to consider and discuss the opinions
and ideas presented in the group. Clariiy that the leader's
task to help the group focus on what the program has to
offe".

6. I'll Try it - One of the requirements of the STEP Program is that
parents make consistent, firm commitments. If some parents begin
to move toward action by stating, "I like thz, idea of (e.g., logical
consequences for chores). I may tr7 it." you need to use the
"shock approach" and ask them. firmly not to try it. Indicate
that the word "try" implies a mere attempt, and if they fail,
they can say, "Well, I tried." Ask them to either (1) change
nothing, or (2) commit themselves to following a new course
of action at least until the next session. Emphasize that one
must begin a new approach with a firm decision. Remind them
that expectations have much to do with success and failure.

Kids Will Do That. . It's Only Normal.
. .It's Just a Stage.

One of the most common deterrents to group progress is the
acceptance of all kinds of misbehavior and ineffective relation
ships as normal for parent-child relationships. People who promote
this-view believe that children are unavoidably "impossible to
live with," hence only to be endured. They see no hope of
helping children become cooperative, responsible, and enjoyable.

If such a parent contributes very many gloomy pronounce-
ments ("That's how kids are. . ."), you'tuRt block the.attempts
to reduce the group to futility. Confront their beliefs by
stating, "You may feel it's impossible to improve relationships,
but that has not been the experience of others. We are here
because we believe we can change benavion and improve our
relationships with children." Do not argue.

8. If Only He or She Would. - Some parents shift the responsibility
for unsatisfactory parent-child relationships to a spouse,
grandparent, lieighbor, or some other person. In effect, such
a parent is saying that a child's misbehavior is not influenced
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the parent's own behavior, tha t. someone else must act
if things are to improve. When a leader reflects a position
in the extreme ("You seem to be saying that nothing
you say or do has any bearing on the relationship with your

the speaker can becot.e aware of what or she
sa]in).7.

What Do You Do When. . ,;roap wil b 11 ke t hay
a "catastrophizer", one who enicys narrattng details of
calamities. This person tends to present: very difficult pro-
blems and then resist suggestions for solutions, by poiating
out, "But what ifT. . .?" The member who plays "What do you
do when. . .? usually has not experienced the lbject of his
or her concern firsthand.

Th:: leader can ask, "Are v aware that when you sal.,
"What fi. . ." it seems to me you are looking for reasons
not to change what you'r doing.".

he leader can also turn the resister's question around
-t. asking, "When the child did tha'c, how did You respond?"
Such redirection enables the group to look again at the purpose
c)17 onsequence of the behavior. Continue by asking,"What
principle did you everlook?" "Which principle could apply?"
Do not permit the individuals to continue generalizing and
intellectualizing. Require them to be specific.

Alt,,rnately the leader can respond, "Of courc. any:hin
:an ha pen: but lot' work from our own concrete experiences."

. _Members who play this game are communicatin t

the rest a: the group that they have no intention of
,cscepting new ideas or making commitmen,!,. By saying, "Ye!,.
ut . or words to that effect, they intend only z:a

res trio group with their good intention. They dare
t.ating ves or no.

The leader can confront vague
with encourageme_nt: "When You say, ''Yes, hut. . .," it sounds

it y, .1' re talking about something you really don't want to
do. That's all right. it's not the purpose of this program
to pressure you to do anything you don't want to do."

Or, refer the problem to the group: "What is George
leally saying?" If the group does not understand the meaning.
of George's message, express your own impressions.

The foregoing games occur because people are being asked
to change before they have new skills and attitudes to replace
the gamen. Through respect and patience, the leader can
help parents learn more honest ways to express themselves
in t. group well as with their children.



Objective: To learn specific facilitative 1,-adersip technicues for
parent education groups.

T!..CHNICYLCS YR :'EADEPS AND SPCIFIC RESPW:SFJ-;

TtV=.1.:

Read firs:: and then with tne other workshop participant:;
the following facilitative skills. Put an .;t: by the skills you feel
you already-have developed and put ny those you believe need
to be learned or need more pract ice .

The of leade1:;hip can he!;; .lisco:;sion be
produtive:

Struf.turi.r0; sets the purpose i the .,,.r.oup and the

pr.lcedures of the meeting!:.

The purpose of a STEP study 0-oup is to consi.der how
priht.iples of child behavior can be applied to sPecific
situations. The study group does not have to become involveci
in extensive discussions of the beliefs and values of its
member:, Instead, the focus Ls en understanding asic princl-
pie and their application.

:rructuring establishes limits on discussions and re-
divecto:-, participants when they wander from the group' !- goals.
.tructurt..,_ requires the leader to he continuously aware
of what is happenine, and to determin whether it is within the
purposes of the group. The leader who structures well senses
when it is appropriate to permit latitude in discussions and
when It is prudent to draw boundaries.

To prevent unnecessary confusion, the lea should
obrain early consensus about: the time and place and discuss
materinl to he wled.

To,prect,ent unnecesar..' ..):Ifusion, the leader should obtain
eafly consuriAus about b time and place cd discuss materials
to be used.

rhiversali-,..in t ;rot.-S', 1..'hi!el,-; a Leader help group
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members become aware that their nuesticas and concerns are
shared by others.

If the members are to work together and to feel concern
for each other, they must lesrn to listen to each other and
discover that their concelns are not unique, but often common
experiences.

Group cohesion is promoted by a simple strategy: the
leader's asking what others think about a presented pro6lem.

After hearing a question or a puzzled comment, you may
ask, "Has anyone else wondered about that? Has anyone else
had difficulty trying to. . .?" As responses come forth,
listeners recognize they are not isolated in their lack of
knowledge or in their ineffectiveness in influencing children's
behavior.

Linkin& is the identificatiol of common elements. It is a
skill which requires a leader to listen carefully to the ques-
tions and comments expressed in the group.

As thoughts and feelings are expressed', listen for themes
which are similar - but which may not have been recognized
as such by other group members. Linking clarifies communica-
tion by helping members see-that they have similar feelings
or beliefs. Point out similaritie's or differences: for. example,
"Mary gets very discouraged when she tries to deal with Billy's
ineptness. She seems to be saying, 'What's the use?' Do
you remember Sue's son, Johnny, getting Sue to do things
for him? Do you see any similarity between the two problems?"

As the common elements in their problems are pointed out,
interaction between the members 1=1 promoted. Linking is an
especially important technique in the early stages of a
group or when members are not listening to each other.

Feedback is iu process a persongets reactions
frommembers of the group concerning what he or. ,,,h2 has

just said or done. Feedback enables a person lo understand
how She or he is being perceived by others.

To build effective working relationships, group
members must provide honest and specific feedback to each other.
For the feedback process to work, group members must overcome
some social taboosappinst the expression of thoughts and feelings.

The effective leader recognizes the value of feedback,
points out the function in the group, and shows how it works
by "feeding back" information to group members and clarifying
what has happened. Feedback is most effective when it focuses
on "here and now" situations which give members insight
into how .they act as parents. Saving to a member, "Your
one of voice and the way you appear to talk down to others
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comes across ro me as disrespectful could it be that your
children are picking this up, too?" gives the person infor-
mation about the messages he or she conveys. Feedback does
not demand a mutual respect t. d caring. Any decision to
change rests with the receiver..

5. Developing tentative hypotheses enables member 10 translate
theory into practice by finding principles applicable to the
behavior of their own children.

The STEP program assumes that all behavior - and mis-
behavior - is purposive. As questions about the application
of this principle arise, the leader asks members to describe:

a. What, specifically, did the child do?
b. How did you feel when this was happening?
c. How did you respond to the misbehavior?
d. How did tine child respond to your reaction?
e. What purpose did the child's misbehavior have for

the child?

By taking them through these steps, the leader encourages
parents to look for the purposes of behavior. It is important
to encourage members to feel free to guess or use hunches.
In time, memberS can come to recognize that the freedom to
risk error and to be imperfect allows them to grow by accept-
ing their own best efforts.

6. Focusing on the positive behavior of children and parents gives
members encouragement and leads them to encourage each other.

Ask: "What do you look forward to when you are with. . .?"

Or, "What, can this child be respected or valued for?" Although
this may be d diificult task, helping members focus on the
positive will improve their relationships with their children
and their feelings about themselves.

Recognize attempts by group members to function more
eff&tively as parents. This will encourage at least minimal
progress. Encouragement is a necessae skill for a parent;
therefore, it should be practiced in the group. Members
should learn to ask each other "What are some ways in which
you can e-courage your child?"

7. Task setting and obtaining commitments is the process where-
by group members are helped to clarify tasks and to specify
the time commitments they are willing to make. To progress
beyond general discussion, individual members must establish
tasks and make definite commitments.

Task setting involves two steps: helping a parent identify
)rob1c-1, it then helning him or her develop a specific
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procedure for solving it. Obtain a commitment by having the
parent state an intention to apply the new procedure for a
week and to report results at the next meeting cf the group.

The leader uses task setting and commitments to 'nelp each
member focus clearly on what she or he wants to get from the
study group. These procedures also align the goels of the
individual with those of the group.

8. Summarizins, helps members to understand ideas, procedures,
and_attitvdes that have been expressed and to integrat.. what
they have learned. The summary is verbal, not written,
so all may benefit from the exchange.

A summary may deal with the level of their involvement.
Group members can be asked to summarize at appropriate times.
The leader needn't wait until the end of the session to help
clarify how he or she and other group members see the group's
progress.

At the end of a session, a summary may lead group members
to become aware of important things they missed during the
session. This type of learning often occurs when the leader
invites each member to tell what he or she 1.arned from the
session. The simple question, "What did you learn this time?"
not only enables the leader to clarify mistaken impressions,
it improves the leader's understanding of the group as a
whole.

Specific Effective Leader Responses

1. Silence: Silence is often an effec7ive response. It is
necessary to allow members time to think. Given such time,
each member will be able to identify something learned from
the experience of other members. A period of silence that
seems like an eternity to the leader with "right" answers
is in reality only about 30 seconds. Group members can be
counted on to fill the void of silence. And their thoughtful-
ness will produce more learning than a dozen "right" answers.

2. The Repeat: "You tried to use encouragement but had a hard
time finding the starting place." A repeat lets members know-
they are heard, gives them a chance to hear themJelves, and
gives an opportunity for correction if the leader has perceived
incorrectly.

3. Pairing: If another member has previously reported a similar
situation, "Your experience was similar to

.

,4
or

"Both you and had trouble finding something to
encourage." Misery does not love company but people do.

t)..
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4. Respond to Content: The "repeat" above is a content response
because it paraphrases what happened. This is more comfort-
ing than a response to feeling which will be illustrated later.

5. Expand: Given opportunity more people will gladly tell you
about their operation and in the process clarify the s/tua-
tion. "Can you tell us more z:bout your Saturday morning?
What did you try to do?"

The member senses a genuine interest and the desire of
others to be helpful. The leader may wish to build excitement
either with the member or the entire group. The same
situation presents the opportuni.ry.

6. Action Responses: Once a basic relationship exists between
the leader and the group as well as among group members, the
leader may make action responses. The basic relationship
means that a supportive atmosphere exists and the response
will not be perceived as criticism or a put down. "What would
you like to do about it?" "You've decided you're not going
to put yourself in the same situation again."

7. Feeling Responses: Like action responses, feeling responses
are more personal. To identify the feeling, think first in
gross terms of pain and pleasure and then narrow to the more
specific feeling. "You were really pretty discouraged at not
being able to get something going. Were._ you annoyed?"
Again, a wrong answer enables you to improve your mark.

8 Ask for an Explanation: By comparison why questions are more
exciting than what, when, or where questions, but why ques-
tions demand an explanation. "Why couldn't you find one good
thing that was doing Saturday?" "Why did you
wait until Saturday to try the encouragement?"'

Compare the feeling tone generated by the above questions
with the more comforting "When did you start on Saturday?"
"Where were you when you tried to use encouragement?"
"Who was present?" In general; "why" questions are best
avoided by the discussion group leader, but on occasion
they may fit in with your goals.
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Objective: To assess the feasibilJty and planning steps in parent
education program.

FEASIBILITY AND STEPS

TASK DIRECTIONS

Answer the Following questions for your particular situation.

1. Are parent -study groups feasible in your school?

2. Who might be responsible for such a service?

3. Wlv skills are 't-equired to run such a group?

4. What is the first step in initiating such a group?

5. What obstacles do you foresee for such a grcup?
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Objective: To review the parent education overview of 'gr ups and
17cources.

PARENT EDUCATION Hti,:pS

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read this handout at your own leisure outside the w.-,rkshop. It

Igives you a review of the material presenfId on parent education
!groups and resources.

Purpose

Society is undergoing rapid social change and recenc movements toward
social equality (women with men, children with adults) have presented
challenges which most parents are not prepared to meet. Requests for
assistance in improving interpersonal relations frequently come from
parents who are frustrated in the attempts to raise children who are
responsible, cooperative, and resourceful. Thus, a variety of material::

.0have been created to aid riarents in learning new methods of improving
relationships with their children.

Philosollhv

Requests: can irequently he grouped and addressed in a study grup.
Such groupin); is used with the assumption that the interpersonal
problem grows out of a lack of information rather than illness some
psychic phenomenon. The group also assumes that there is considerable
commonality in interpersonal problems and that there are resources
available in the group, that group members help, one another by sharing
the burdens of ignorance and guilt as well as sharing ideas of alter-or-Ave
ways' of perceiving and responding-

Physical_Apers

1. Location: The location of the meeting should be private and re'atively_
. _

quiet. Chairs should be comfortable; circular placement preferrc
(implies equ1l importance of all members, including the leader).
Group members should be able to see each other's faces. If the room
is fairly large, have the members sit in a circle closer together.
rather than sitting "around" the room.

ry

Rip



2. Time: The hour of the meeting, of course, is dictated by the 4chodule:',
of the potential members and of the leader. It may be most convenleift
for mothers who do not work oul-ide the home to attend meetings while
their children are at school,

Evening meetings are usually mor.- ,Tonvenient for fathers and
mothers employed outside ti:e home. In some areas study griups are
conducted as part of the regular adult education program in the
rommunity.

The matter of care for preschoolers and for your school-aged
children during the group meetings can be ,decided on by the potential
membrs. If the meetings are held during the day at the school, the
older children in the building may be allowed to assist in the care
of.,pr9s.choolers. If evening meetings are held. ten the responsibility
of providing child care can be dealt with by each individual family
or by the collective .group as a whole.

Length of_aSession: The sessions should last 1 to 214 hours,
depending on the materials being used and the schedules of the
potential members and the leader.

.A?:e_of the Grt'itip: This depends again on what mate-ials are being
used. A group of approximately ten to twelve members will usually
allow for valuable participation and involvement.

Refreshmerffsl These contribute to informality and i.hould he
considered if they do not add unnecessarily to the work of t;:le

leader. Often members will share the responflibilitr for yrovijing
refreshments. Of course, refreshments should be only supplementary
to the program :%nd should not be ;:sed to t.ito th:
is social discussion.

Resource Materials

1. Books: Parents can use resource books such as Children the Cbal/emge
by Rudolf Driekurs and the leader can use the accompanying Stuff
Group Leaders Manual by Soltz. The Soltz leader's guide presents
the characteristf,s of a group leader, characteristics of a group,
wars of getting started, the outlines for the series of sessions and
key questions for each chapter. Other parent i:tudy gr.ops use
RaisingaRes_ponsibile Child ty Dinkmeyer and McKay w oh includes
a leader's outline, or The Practical. Parent, ABC's of Child
Discipline by Corini and Painter. Yet'another resource book liat

can be used for parenting groups is Gerald Patterson's Famlliefi,
This book usei.: a programmed learning approach to teach parents about
implementing behavior modification with their children.

ummary
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.( "r innAni: a sessien,

BECINNING A MEETI

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read this handout at your own leisure outside the wo:kshop.
Fives you a review of the material presented.

Leader'!-; Summary of Beginnin rl Study (;:oup Session

r r Few t :........

It

A study grnup session may begin without loader intervention,
usually in the form of casual conversation among members revolving
around the behavior of children, experiences growing from the homework
assignment, or issues growing out of reading assignments. If this
occurs, there is a strong likelihood of two or more conversations
occuring simultaneously and leader feeling guilty about short circuit-
ing meaningful dialogue to initiate a "lesson that may be directly to
the point. The leady can handle this dilemma by announcing "I'm really
interested in the conversations that are going on. Perhaps we can all
focus on (person A) s:Ind-will come back to (Person B) later." If
necessary, repeat the essence of content or feeling to reinitiate
discussion. Some possible repeat statements: "You found that an
action could have more than one goat and it was kind of hard to decide
which."

Other Opt ion,;:

The gr,ur -:..?... no! ',. ,.rt. ipcnt.ant-iously. .i,.- the eaAer, yciu hrive

44.10

scVeral options ior iniriAiive At t.d:. 'oeginnin or -,...-.-:sic,n. I.: ,u maX

begin with homew, '' ,.,r wii:1 the readin assi,,,nmenz. The homework
ii:-.ognment will t -A to huxild continuity fron: ono sesslor, to thir- next.
It al!io gives members .an opporte:J1:, :=',0,,N .;',1( .'i!-, which is au,

encourwgInR experience.
An open lead to the di:.; ion of 'n,n-work rrA,itH -',,:h. -it happeued

when ..rou used encouragement?" Tnin ii: :in open -4-ter,.. tiuti,.:': And most
any '',:, OM!" .i: .1.,0'i ible. .7.:::, efien i-.:e5Y. ic,11 wl: i :t !:..:11 ft c !:t-i2 di ,,,- !i, is
! :.;I: : M4 i,-,! :.7!: , , ;14' r h.V. ,...,,-...-r-,! w;!:.

4



one w,:rd extilanation. A closed question :.arries with tr impli2d
messa of aumed inCapability and guilt for A negative respowie.
If the member reports a negative experience the leader can still he a
winner hm te-;pin g in tei::Is of open rndt,d ::tatements of Lourage.
"What c:in we learn from this?"

Ti e pronoun "we" signals that the leader I in equal 1 the group
and the fot:os of the group is on learning and mutual helpfulness.
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mays

MrS. Car 'is enthusiastic about the parent

education group. However, he sesis to talk

incessantly abort her own home situations, She

chatters through, the whole meeting and you know

/.it is inhibiting the piiticipatiOn of other

member's, She is playing the sabotagegame of

YAKKITY,7YAK-. What.conld.yOu say to Mrs. Car?

lyi

aovioays

When Mrs. Harris:wants to.contribute-a personal

experience to the parent gronpls ..discussign,. she

usually concludes her remarks with: Inat Sammy

.really can be. frustrating!.. I figure. it's just

a stage,. though,. and. he will grow out of it

eventually. This is the sabotage game called

KIDS WILL DO THAT,.,IT'S,.ONLYIORMALIT'S JUST'

A STAGE. How 'could you respond fo MrS. Harris?.

I



If you Said something like:

"I am getting concerned ,that time is going fast

and we need to move on,,to'other things. If

there's time later, we tan come back to this."

or

//

"When .you keep .us busy with you, I can't,,help

group members get involved withieach oth/er.
,

"
N

or

"It's/hard'for me to give* you my undivided

.attention When I have'soFiany other group members

to:consider and includt.'//

iyou said something like:
/

"You feel it's impossible to improve relation-

ships, but that has not been the experience of

others. lie are here because we beliiVe.we can

change behavior and improve, our relationships

with childree,

4.

or'

"At times ,children do appear to behave in the

same manner in their deyelopment, but.i wonder

how much of this is contributed by our behavior

towards children'

,.or

Nu seem to belaying that nothing you say, or

do has ,any bearing on the relationship with your

ROLL AGAIN

tt



RoviDays

4

There are usually four major steps in try-
ing to deal with 'a person who plays a consistent
and disruptive sabotage game: (1) you. respond
by referring to the content of his statements;
(2) you let the group discuss "yihat.is-ir en=`
ing now". or "what is rea10 being saidbere"/
(3) you dit4lose here-and-now-type feelings;
.and (4) you talk with the individual outside
of the group setting. - You halve such at? -individ-
ual in your parertt education group and yOu have
reached .step #4: What kinds of things/.might you
say to this individual? r.



If you said.something like:

. .

The leader could suggest. that:the:individUal-
make a. Contribution to the group (i.e., helping

.

someone else speak out, more)'.-

: or

The leader coUldiconfrout the'individual'about
his purposes in the form of an VI-message.!'

Or

-The-Ieader. could recommend other re5auTces where
the individual might Obtain additional help.

or

The leader mightduggest Ehat the individual
drop out of the group.

ROLL AGAIN



ROVIOEYS

° Another. tx..of sabotage game that can inhibit

.progreSs isjILL TRY IT. Your parent eduction

group., hag' met several times osethei now. The

topic of discussion. tonight is "I-messages."

:Ers, Tiels impressed with this type of cohmun,

icatiOn anOhe remarks; !'I like that idea.

my-Ary it with my Saiah."1 How could you"resp*

to Mist Lee?'

..m..I.mPlemm,.=*

0

e

..Y.OPI01.1.....

MOUS .

Mr, Carpenter seems to enjoy-playing the

SabotagegameiAVIIECONSIDERELLET!SLOOK,

AT ALL POINTS:OPVIEW. Hi has tried to,read
,

several authors' works on, te subject of.parent-

ing. Several times. he has interrupted' the

progress.of,the group and resisted ideas,by'

:quoting diverse authors. What'caulOou.Say 'to

Mr Carpenter. .



If.ypu said something like:

"I feel that it's best to eitherchange nothing

or to commit youiself to following an entirely

new course of action at least until the next

or

, .

It s usually best when starting a new course of

action to begin with firm resolve .to proceed by

0, direct rule and go in mind: 'Remember that 4 .

your expectation of success or failure has an

influence on the outcome of! your actions."

If you said something like:
,

"These' ideas are for all of us to consider and

to make our own decisions on whether or not to

accept them.",

ROLL AGAIN

/

"You may have a point, and I'am glad you saw the

relationship but 'we are, here to consider and

discuss the ideas and opiiions presented in this

program,"

or

or..

"It's up to you toddecide if these,ideas and

beliefs are of value to you and your situation.

If you Consider these idias.and beliefs are of no

/
value.to you,. you might be happier and more at

ease if you consider dropping from the group

or

li canndt tell 1, what to do, you must decide

what, is best for' yourself Our purpose is to

discuss the ideas and opinions presented in the

program."

or

"It seems that there are a. lot'of things that we.

can ,do to improve our relationships with our child-

ren.4

. ROLL AGAIN



,

Mr! .Sauds is.quickly etotting a problem, for.

your parent education group. Re wants to tie

the center of attention'ind dominati\ the dhotis-
, ions, We is playing the \sabotage : game of MONOPOLY.,

What might you say to Sands?.

This s Arthur 9,sen's first' attempt at leads

int i:parent edn,cition, group. Re has 'prepared

for the course*1,and feels relatively self-

confident. Pirrng the meeting, however, many of

the parents to personal parenting

problis Jensen unwittingly .f441 into

the, trap of giving.suggestions. and "possible"

answer's:. If fnot.'iarefal, knitn will sabotage

his,'.entire, parent edudtion course.. , low is Mr.

Jensettiabotaging the audio! of the groupl



If .....yo14:said', sOething like:...., ::'.1'r,.... . ....
. ,t.,.....

.. ,,,..,..,,... - ,p.

.414'

'a 4 ......,. . ...

DeliMete' this

you said amethitig like;

r..,Jensen is letting 'the group r,ietibers look

Upon him as an authority on hpianhehavior.

en iou keep us 'buOs with you, I.Can't',help

group, 'members get' involved with each other.

It's very hardi,for me to giVe, you 'my undivided

attention when I have 'so many group metibra to

confider and-includ'e.

Mb, ON* 4104



Shaw is playing the sabotage game RT TO .

MAELMLitlaa.taken issue With stveral'Of the

techniques' ptelientid in'the parent,education.

materials because they "c5flict with my authority

Sailtlather.- I knovhat's best,for'him and f

what I say, goes!" What could yoUtay-io-Mr; Shaw?

Ampr*mwymmpl.Wiumpow2MIOlmW....W.11.461.,...

Several times nOw-Mrs. Barlow4las taken issue

with the idea resented in the4sCussion ox the

Jarent-iicailon materials:, "O'like them to just

shoW mt hoW...that'auld'pOssiblywory
Susan

never:.acit that way.." SheiOlaying the sabotagv

ade, called PROVE. IT, What'might'yoU,saY to Mrs/.



' If.,:yoU said .someth..ng like:

Theie ideas are for all-qf us to consider and to .

own :detisione telkether Or' not accept
.

them, ,
.

You
,

ayhqe,e point and I'm glad. to u derstand

1160.10 feel' about parefital respons ib Ili y,

we ire: COnsidet and discuss the deas and

opinions presented in this prograik

or

Its ,up to you to decide if these ideas and be-

liefs are of value to you. and your situation, If

'ou consider these ,ideas and belief spe of, no

value tojou ,: you light be happier and. m e at

ease If you consider d.roppiiig'' from, the g OUi),

of

You feel, it s itposiile, to improve rellat ioti;

ships, but that has not been. the exiierietie of

others', We. are-lien because w

change,; bheavior. and improve' ourr relit iOnib IP\ with
,

.children,

If yOuiiaid tiotethini like:

4 , I,
!

i

I atigetting concerned that is going fast
i I .

and we need to move to other, things , If there' Er'

Mime

t,o
,

time 'later, we can' cote becktof.thit.....

0

,

44.444.i.mmo

or
o

When you keep Us busy with You, ' I' can' t help,

groups Mbers get involved' with each

or,

Theieidie us to conSider and to
!

lake our oWn Aec s olii-Wilhether or" not to ectept

thet,

or

You 'may haire ,point' and I at' gled 'that you saw

that ,poiet but 'we,. are hore to consider and discuss

,

th(deas and opinions presented in this pro ram,'

I,

t's 'up to you to decide if2these ideas and

beliefs are .'of .value. to you ancf.your..situatioti,,

If yoU ;consider these ideas and beliefs are of

no value

you

you, 'yoU. tight ::OapPiii. and more at

ease...if you consider dT401iig;fifi"Oi,Uic group,:

pr

We canot tell' you what to: ' .you must decide

what is best f

dficuss the id

pr6grat.

yourself, ,10ur purpo$e is to'

as':and'opiniOni pteseited .thfs

4

f fp

'ROLL AGAIN,

64.4.4NNINI4ftl .4,
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Why kmembers of ixrent.gioups plalosabotage

0: games?

Akthe ent education group leader,. you'have

*geed th t Mr.,Lowe.seems.reluc,tant to risk'

sslihi,PS.q0404414iii( his 014oion or

When the #oup attempts to,help'tlii develop a

O"planJ'action." Insiead ofleIng.definite,.he

playSithe *gage tame:of ?BS; BUT 'How

cbuld you respond to Mr. Lqwe?



If you Baid\Oomething like:

They .haVe no0earnedloL tinicate honestlY

._'., and diqctly, \\ : '1'.
.
.!

/

or ' \;/

--\

They are ask0':to .change before they haile.,

new skills.,ancrittltudes tolleplaCe the sabotage

,

,1 ' 1 . /
I

games;',,
I

, /,

,

1,: you said ng like:

When yoU say : "yes, but ,/Y7,it sounds is if

you. are talking. aboit'
:somettiinOTiu.,rgekly don't

want,to all right, It's iint-the

'purpose. of this pogram to pressure you to do

anYtOng Ypti'don't want to do,

(Addressed.to the .entire, group)What,ii.Mr, krq

reillyJsaying to us?

/:.
T"iy feel unsure of themselves,tnd'Us4he,\

sabotage games tO defend themselves.

\ 4

/ 0.

ROLL. AA1.11

'.4,



MIMS

Maude Lister has begun leading

psierkOucation:group,: This is,

meeting and a simi4r)attein:

to repeat ittelf; pare

respond to:Maude:Or diicuAS

thekshk. supplies theta right awa

Ms..:Lieteridli soon

entire parent ',echication',grou

she Sabotaging the :success of the

her first

the second

beginning

s hesitate,'

e, lesson,

with the

e sabotaging

HOw i8

.

0

aoviovs

owe Iwo

There: are ten major sabotagiltfOrdardifin-

sive :parents might try tc "play". Without loOk

ing at your .hand-out.., list and describe four of

the sabotage, games,

woWtd64.41*Nreid'

'
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If you. said something like:'

She is more concerned.with giving" the Ilk
answer than 94 is with, understanding and using

unicationa skills.CO 11.11

,ROLL AGAIN

't

1'

If you described any four of the following:

1, ilotiopoly,

2, Prove It

31 Yakkity-Yak

4 Try tO Make

5 Have You Oonside,red, ,.Let's Look at .A

'Points of View. ,

I'll 'try It
g'

Kids Will Do Thai...It's Only Normal,

Just s-Stage
,1 If only' or She Would...

What Do You Do Wheil,, 7

10 Yea, But

ROLL AGAIN

Ifta . .. 0 00 00 00 00 001 00

a,

It
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is is the firstmeetIng.of the parent. education
A.group. ,,,,rCfewl:of-'_ the parents have begUn-to-thare about

time.: Of-'their probiii::e4eriences...With 'Children. When
1.1.-i'Silt,:finishee,..yoil try to.,gotrs'onto the of

rent reactions" asking. "What_ you. you .

about . would be better this early in
fie i&UP!t experiences not to tuai ACTION
SPO =SE Since Support Within the group .has.not de

Tvelbpeak'yet.;-,hisjtype'Of.,:responte Might,..be-seen.a0
Evi'litat

You..,are leading,your second parent group Meeting an
you ,still feel, a .bit nervous. M togerS has just--de-
scribed ;a Problem he,hat had' With his scin and:his aske&:.
"What Should; I 'have .::dOne?!'. the "right" answer seems
obvious to.you 'yet '.none of ,theother parefite7Vblun7."
teering a .solUtion.. So;!'ito keep things:"Miiving,""iou
suggest.. your: ."right" 'Cate,r.SILENCE
would have ,been- an effective response... thirty ',seconds
may imam like an -eternity to you but it would: have
altowed other*: to:get UPL:the courage to speak out.

It it the first parent educatIon meetin and you
are teacidling the goals of misbehavior'. e .parents

.

are not .becoming involved in the discUssion Very-
To illustrate -your- teaching Pqint. and to get

the Aiscussionz,,going; you .begin Ito deaFtibe a' per.-
tonal illustratipn of your. tori'p attention-getting

° methods at. yesterday's chnich meeting: }: This is :.a.
w. good use of CONCRETENESS in respOnse to the tension

of 'the group:

CO AHEAD 2 SPACES'.



LEADER RESPONSES



this%is the -first parent -..ducation..grtuip
the Parents seem obvidnsly '.y

Cidedlthat you want .to-.establish dpMfort-
?here:for:them Ouire in, so you
remarks about heir"; situations 'to,,IRSPOND
"For example, s...CSStor desdribed::hdwIhe.
runs -away.:from her-"in-theshOPPirig-_centerf

a temper tatum whea,. she catches up to h
-acted\wit ."Y&I.-wonld.. your
bet cer\public mariners, yet .you area t . sure

start? \ft

meeting tand
u }gave de
ble ,atmos
st of -your

G-TroCONTENT.'

.GO AHEAD I SPACE

Mrs. Lang came to the. meeting .fioticeably -upset. She
explained to the members that 'right before .sheAefe
the house, her son has shouted that she should stay_
home and help. him with homework. and that if she dldn. t
care about him then he didn't love her. either. You
quietly remarked: ."You must linve felt hurt at ,h1.7.1 -_

reaction to your aiming to they meetin tonight." Good
FEELING. RESPONSE.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES /

/ Mrs. Wkng has just parsed. a, question about one of the
theories Presented in thd parent education group read,-
ings. To decide to , use- SILENCE as a response for :Mre.
Wong. Af er. a: short While,' Mt. Poe who usually. has
a,difficti t 'time.-sPeaking before the others'- begins
to exPiai his viewpoint concerning the theory in
question. tood 'leader response!

GO. AHEAD 2 SPACES



.LEADER,RESPONSES

LEADER-RESPONSES'

za



The parents. are

-.-.-

:',,i:;;,.','

,..i,.

-nk.e,'.'..a

O the r e e

-'rien,,,e'''.

g

'ild aafieqkitl3416tnral.Jaad.1Ogi ctnSe -
sue eeaiiith-,t Harlaws

ed httheirpp!0.40*eV'""
11

r1Vrents
tic4#ctip.inapktake*iedkl::;1

ec;74:,;ill
l

:;4i: est

*i#ittlei- 06 iS:,:da..

7

-..

t'iiti"5`'ng''tiiied.
V- e-4"s:2l7:1ft: 7a1cgi.Y1e*hto324ri,19I*:$6'iexin91..,9%45511**567e'a4121:1700:040"Both

yii:at ifa5HF3pr:at*iiiiexr??rcei',Y'
chiidi4etei1Pcin86dtic hey3eed-to.ii*ker
consequences for

decisionifiheinii
"

60Att6:i 'SPACE

I.-

i.--.

The,REPZAT,RESPONSEMr.and Mia:
teluctant,t0:getAnvolvea,inihajareni'ii6i4Aia&iss

ce6*6.,ions., Tonight,;
le* aituaticin't
juste don't know':
always acting tIp at meals an
amily." Yaii,;iiatitA -0*:te4f

411y.;:te1.1.7:tirar:Orob-

Ti iiiiii. ...Ne
.

: ,

est

e:::whole ...
47.4..A0r4.1',..-

O do

4i44Pt
6 ':',046X.SP:017$

10T*045#6'1;°45!!!,!li_lOitab161,04haiinitY0
".71knwould lilce4anay: ?ilioreesponsihie :aeFloas
bue:3-reu're having-i'hard_fime 146winihowand WThaFe
to:- start .

it

'GO AHEAD 1 SPACE'

7

This-_ is the seventhllsrene.ironp;meetingand ,

members areVerVinteatited in haVingan_opi*ennitii's.'
to, receive help with, their.parSOSai-sitisatioria:"

Oek-aa iaader, you havebeen.evir.g-several xamples"
;from: your oviimerienCesitoteach'spedific-lioints
T444 extensive use:ot4ONCRETENESS responses'b

_ _ ,

leaderis, unwise.; CONCHETENEWshould be used.apa#ngly-
biHtherleiderin the later .grotp'seisicine.

GO. BACK .1 SPACE



LEADER RESPONSES



° r

.education group has been meet
quite 3a e7;iloia and it has. tmoinie; a close,

err bias rought,-,up a::problem-rh

76u406-: as AC

into gen,

P,,Ortive

.- 4 1-Your parent: education:" sronp'llan;lmenieeti
several months now e parents are' iscuse
aping confidence :- n t e i:Ite 6 parenting..te
niiinia:,:::HrS-.--ZOneei-4giaii. wia, ,..,,,,,,,_..,,.,

motber-i7in-ilawto6101.1sue'i ,...-t,40tFEeriiirek.
-,1, Me thoak4n:e.f*V: OfizheriT,aon. , Yoniriemar "YoUtmnst. ..

hsyefeltpretty4rnairated.-.4a putdOwn:aliont:ten "-=
Good taLING- RESPONSE .:% ' -, -.I

--ii

4 GO AHEAD .2. SPACES

. . .

-Hall is describing .her

espond "Mir 0100:i*041.(04e.,';*i.4004**1**6 .

youri-respOntibility'qincnOt!i,b1liAlliii,ISK4E0E4AH4
EXPLANATION RESPONSE (the why question)R Sxnenally::!:to
ieTOotdoyAttiogit474Viiiji*Ile..1i6gifO84On.r
fOntilicOr'ithe44.04R;iii01-1.6:AxiiMe2:64ses

.. - .



LEADER RESPONSES



gyier since. the :_parent group began meeting; -lir
_ Rohertii:baskeen=rilUdiant-_-.to-..-44k`OUt:-deacibe
174-41aly2sitUationi.: ,:.tonight4t the meting'
is quietly relating how his son refused tovhelp With --_-
-the=:IninilyeliOres:. YOU- are excited bereis.

RESSOSE-:heri.--r
A vaqte ``comfort iihis

contribUtion,--io:you ask him more`v7c==."-

:i4f4iie11*144K
be better not .to

Roberts .:UOTirdiet-pregeUre
_just :to they WOUld:-bu
situation. Lo

Mrs. Walker ,is trying to r'94711V*T*4;941'17,13.:
group inejoeTs Z.ea
extreme attention -ierOthiXegets
is Ou ate*-ilt,-iie*StS1: times
together. now and ::YOu.

moreeiiaiteMentAn,' 14Iker
7Tell us more abput what .'Yritit y What'
do yOu Good, use'
of Eli. EXPANO4ESPON7W.

rSPACES

Mrs Garcia i/ is at temp t fug t4oj,,d'e crib be her :Anna's
ability, to

.disrupt,..th'.entirethousehold, at
You.::re spond J'T..reirieiabei...'f*osiViise,weele that.. Mr. Lee

was describing a Both of..yOU seem
to be having;_troUble-.finding` Jay to get your4ild-
'ten to,.-cooperate at ...This was a- -good
PAIRING reponse'-for,irti1 make.

GO AHEAD SPACE.



LEADER SKILLS

LEADER'SKILLS .

4

LEADER.. SKILLS.



Your parent education group has been meeting for
several weeks now acid the enthusiasm and involve-
ment are showing a definite increase. As leader,
you have established the pattern of a weekly home-
work assignment (to apply techniques learned during
the meeting) and the parents report about their
experiences at the following meeting. Good TASK
SETTING AND OBTAINING COMMITMENTS!'

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES

Mr. Fox often-complains-in the Parent group about
his son's lack of responsibilityltaking at home. ,

Yet, when you try to get him `to pinpoint specific
situations and apply the theories he has learned,
he simply replies, "I'll'try"-(without any real:
enthusiasm). You feel discouraged because you

. know that.TASK SETTING AND OBTAINING COMMITMENTS
are important (parts of the learning process.

GO BACK 1 SPACE

J

The pareat education grOUP-is discuping.chilAYen's
responsibilities as they relate to school and getting
homework accomplished. A few of the members begin to
maneuver the .discussion iato.a verbal attack on._
various-Trachers%Merhoda and requirements. As
leader, however, ybu bring the conversation back to
pinpointing what are_the school. responsibilities
of children. -Good STRUCTURING!

CO,.AHEAD 2 SPACES



LEADER SKILLS

O

LEADER SKILLS

.

LEADER SKILLS



Mrs. Smith excitedly reports to your parent grc
tonight,about how she-sucCessfully handled her
daughter's bid for negative attention during the
past weekotr-have helped her in DEIMALOPING
IENTATIVE1YPOTHESES and in risking applying thoE
hypothesis.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES

The assignment tonight for the parents in your
group 1:sto describe what they.like.about their
children - what actions;they can en-courage.' As
the leader, you know how important it to try
FOCUSING ON THZPOSITIVe.

GO AHEAD 2 SPACES

. It:is the second °parent group meeting and. Ms,.
Hoss'is expressing.a.:concern about her daughter's
taking:care of her own 'clothes/ .As the-leader; y
turn to the group and ask, "OA anyone
or been Ccincerned'about that?" Other groupmeMbel
identify with- the situation' and begih:to respond:
Good'UNIVEkSALIZINGI.

GQ AHEAD ,3 SPACES,:.



LEADER SKILLS

LEADER SKILLS

LEADER SKILLS



Mrs. Lang is concluding an emotional deseiption of
how herJackie has been sO 16okey in the. mornings and
zhehas,..had to .drive himto school for the-past.tour
days. All She receives is sympathetic (oremba*Ir-
assed) mumblings. What this woman needs is FEEDBACK
from the lead and othetfgroupmbers!

GOD BACK 3 SPACES

Mr; Gomez is expressing frustration-and annoyance
about his five -year -ofd's consistent bid for atten-
,tiOp. As the leader, yop7 know that LINKING. clarifitS
:Communicationlnd is especially helpful intheearly
stages of the so.you.remark: "Last week

. .didn't yOu,;PXpressla. similar ..problem of feeling
irritatecidatyour Zaughter'S-ettention-getting
methods;' Mr. Roger6?"

GO-AHEAD.2 SPACES

You and 'the parent education group. you are! leading
are in the middle of thesecOnd meeting. The dis-
cussion seems to be floundering. Various members
seem to want to skirt-the.subject instead.oftalking.

about theieal iSsubethand.. You stop the discuss
ion' for,a-minUte and asksuch questions as: '"What
isllappening to our group how are you .feeling right,
now, what are we wanting to accomplish during this
session?" Good use. of SUMMARIZING.

GO AHEAD '2 SPACES



LEADER SKILLS

LEADER SKILLS

LEADER SKILLS



Mr. J(hn is describing. how he a tempted to ret-
.spond t hischildren's.fighting' he went to his
room to rend.; however, when the lowed him with
their ghting;-he ended.. up s nkin them'both:;
All you are able to concentr te.on is his' adding
to a power Struggle with pp ishMentqAs the leader,
Srou'should,encourage him (he did. remove himself
from the situation as a first step) a d try,
FOCUSI OWTHE POSITIVE...

GO BACK .2 SPACES

Mr. POe came to the third parent group
.

meeting
eager to hiing up.hiS probkem about Roger; his son

\ "I just "can't get him to coop, rate'. Why is'he:like_
this ? "' To get Mr; 2oe to begin to apply newly
learned. theories to a specific situation, yOU lead
\him through aseries of questions: what.speCific7
tylly'happened,' how.did it make you-feel,.whS'tdid.
/You do, -what happened; and so on. You 'ire helping .

/ Mr. Poe in DEVELOPING TENTATIVEHYPOMSES:

GO AHEAD '2' SPACES

The third me014701-76-01--larknt education, \group.
is, over and two ,of the parents have come up to you
and expressed dissatisfactionyith.the progress

, ,
ofthe group. You have also been concerned about.
the.group's .involvement. You leave-the meeting.
frustrated and a, bit discouraged. SUMMARIZING
during the meeting would have helped to clarify
feelings and. mistaken impressions.-

GO B6CK SPACE.



LEADER SKILLS

LEADER SKILLS

.8'

LEADER SKILLS
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It is the first meeting of.the parent. education
group' -and you are attempting to keep the 'discussion
centered around "communication." However, Mrs. Car .

and Mrs. Lloyd are in the corner criticizing the
schdOLsystem; Mr. LiSter,.Mr.-Car,. and Mrs. Jay
are discussing communication among themselvetirand
the rest'of the members look bored. This meeting ,

needd STRUCTURING.

GO' BACK 3 SPACES

Susan. Lee is relating to the parent group about
..,a situation shehadtoreSolve with her son Michael.
'The result-of the conflict left some. questions in
her mind about punishment. .Immediately two other
parents respond to her questiOn with-SuCh comments
as "That.ideshas beenbothering'Me too" and
had. a similar experience with my Harry." They are
UNIVERSALIZING themselves because of.the pattern
you established earlier in the:gro4p.

GO AHEAD. 3 SPACES

3

The parent gtonp-Members 4e-verbally lists
things -ihey would like to see changed in their
children. Mrs. Hall eiphitiCally states that.
'she is "sick and tired:of constantly picking up
.Maggie's, clothes from all overthe,house.."" Mks.
Day quietly remarki,' "ItA3oundstO ma like your-
*ggie has. discovered a good wayof really getting'
you inVolvedvith her." .YOu'vedone a good job,
teaching the.members.how to give,PEEDBACK!

. . .

GO AHEAD 3 SkACES

F.AUla.


